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been an excellent partner and supported our acquisition strategy. Like
TA, HGGC understands proper
risk-reward analysis,” says Jacops. “In
addition to fresh eyes and new energy
at the table, HGGC is world class at
partnering with successful private equity management teams and instilling the confidence to think bigger
and deliver outsized results.”
HGGC has built a successful
track record in the infrastructure
software space. HGGC’s successes
in the sector include buying Serena
Software from Silver Lake Partners
for $450 million and selling it two
years later to Micro Focus for $540
million in 2016.
“Early on, HGGC’s Neil White
articulated a goal of doubling the
company size in three years,” Jacops
says. “My goal is to exceed Neil’s challenge, and that will require a focused
commitment to finding companies
where we can deploy our playbook
to accelerate growth and profits. Our
leadership team’s playbook has delivered proven results in over 20 acquisitions, and we expect to do the same
with the new ownership team.”
HGGC’s hopes for Idera are high.
“The infrastructure software space
is currently undergoing mass consolidation,” says HGGC CEO Rich
Lawson. “A key pillar of HGGC’s
investment thesis is to drive Idera’s
M&A activity to stay at the forefront
of this trend.”
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